Erratum [Offers of assistance in politician-constituent interaction. Discourse Studies, vol. 17, pg. 724, 2015] 
In the text following Extract 3, the phrase "Note that it is CW's belief that the offer has not already been made -which is corrected by C at Lines 8-9" should read "Note that is CW's belief that the offer has not already been made -which is corrected by C at Line 8".
2) Extract 7
In the text following Extract 7, the phrase "Curl argues that Nancy's repair from 'dih you wanna me tih' to 'c'n I getchu somethin:g' (Lines 12-15)" should read "Curl argues that Nancy's repair from 'dih you wanna me tih' to 'c'n I getchu somethin:g' (Lines 12-16)".
3) Extract 9
In the text following Extract 9, the phrase "and the phrase 'sorts of problems/things' (such as in Lines 10 and 16)" should read "and the phrase 'sorts of problems/things' (such as in Lines 10-11 and 16)".
4) Extract 10
In the text following Extract 10, the phrase "As such, it does not make relevant a response from C and, indeed, none is forthcoming (Line 16)" should read "As such, it does not make relevant a response from C and, indeed, none is forthcoming (Line 15)". And the text following Extract 13 should read, in order to have the correct Line Number references: "On Lines 17-19, the caseworker (CW2) goes through several self-repairs to arrive at an announcement offer, "I'll chase 'em up again". The self-repairs demonstrate that while CW2 considered phrasing the offer using a 'what I can do' (as well as a separate 'I will' statement), he chose 'I will' as the optimal formulation in this context (and it is repeated in "I'll um:: get them tuh .hh tuh find one for you" on Lines 31-32 In the text following Extract 15, the phrase "CW mitigates any potential interpretation of burden on Lines 10-11" should read "CW mitigates any potential interpretation of burden on In the text following Extract 16, the phrase "and although he considered not paying his rates in protest (Lines 14-21)" should read "and although he considered not paying his rates in protest (Lines 16-21)". Also, the phrase "Here, C displays resistance by not responding to the offer (Line 5), by continuing to provide arguments for needing assistance despite having been made an offer (11) (12) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) and 33) , by negatively assessing the work so far (Line 24), and by otherwise only giving minimal acknowledgements that something has been said (e.g. Line 36)" should read "Here, C displays resistance by not responding to the offer (Line 5), by continuing to provide arguments for needing assistance despite having been made an offer 12, (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) and 35) , by negatively assessing the work so far (Line 33), and by otherwise only giving minimal acknowledgements that something has been said (e.g., Line 35)".
